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51st
PLE~ARY MEETIN~
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at 3.35 p.m.

NEW YORK

4. Mr. ABE (Japan): To make this Assembly's work less
complicated and difficult, my Government has decided to
withdraw Japan's cal1didature in the election of members of
the Security Council.

5. I should like to thank all those delegations that assured
us of their support. I hope I have not caused them
embarrassment by withdrawing our candidature without
consulting them.

6. I should also like to state that the Government of Japan
hopes to serve on the. ~curity Council when there is an
appropriate opportunity in the future.

7. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): We
shall now hold a ballot restricted tp the following candi
dates: for the Asian States: Bangladesh; and for the Western
European and other States: Malta and Portugal. The
Secretariat will now distribute the ballot papers.

Agenda item 34:
Third United Nations Co~i'erence on the Law of the Sea •• 867

Agenda item 129:
Observer status for the Agency for Cultural and Technical
Co-ope!'~tion in the General Assembly .•••..••.•.. 875

President: Mr. Indalecio LIEVANO (Colombia,.

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Ricardes (Argen
tina) and Mr. Admina (Gabon) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.

8. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I shall
suspend the meeting while the votes are being counted.

The meeting was suspended at 3.45 p.m. and resumed at
4.10p.m.

9. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The
result of the voting is as follows:

Number ofvotes obtained:
Bangladesh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 125
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 81
Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 59
Japan. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2

Having obtained the required twcrthirds majority, Bang
ladesh was elected a non-permanent member of the

, Security Council for a twcryear term beginning on 1 Jan
uary 1979 (decision 33/310).1

10. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I call
on the representative of Bangladesh.

AGENDA ITEM IS

Election of five non-permanent members of the
Security Council (concluded)

1. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The
fIrst item on our agenda this afternoon is the election of the
remaining two non-permanent members of the Security
Council. As members will recall, three States-Jamaica,
Norway and Zambia-were elected non-permanent members
of the Security Council at the previous meeting, and
therefore two seats remain to be fIlled. This morning we
held the first restricted ballot, which was not conclusive. I
should like to reiterate that the first vacancy is to be filled
by a candidate from the group of African and Asian States.
Since an African State has already been elected, that seat
will go to an Asian State. The other vacancy is to be filled
by a State belonging to the group of Western European and
other States.

2. In accordance with rule 94 of the rules of procedure,
we shall now proceed to a ballot restricted to the following
candidates: for the Asian States, Bangladesh and Japan; for
the Western European and other States, Malta and Portugal.

Number ofballot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number ofvalid ballots:
Abstentions:
Number ofmembers voting:
Required majority:

142
o

142
1

141
94

3. I call upon the representative of Japan.

865

1 see also the 50th meeting, para. 31, and para. 21 below.
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11. Mr. HUQ (Bangladesh): I am grateful for this oppor
tunity to convey, on behalf of the Government and people
of Bangladesh, our deepest appreciation to the Member
States for the honour they have done Bangladesh by
electing it a member of the Security Council.

12. The confidence reposed in Bangladesh by its sister
countries carries with it a great responsibility, which
Bangladesh accepts in all humility. I should like to assure
our friends that in fulfilling this responsibility Bangladesh
will be r.onsistently guided by the principles and purposes
of the United Nations Charter. Bangladesh will be unflinc~·

ing in serving the cause of peace, freedom and justice, as it
has been in the past.

n. The decision by Japan to withdraw from this contest
is a friendly gesture that is appreciated not only by
Bangladesh but, I trust, also by all the other Member States.

permanent members of the Security Council, those which
the Assembly has already elected, those whose term as
members of the Council is still unexpired and the outgoing
members of the Council. The ballot papers will now be
distributed.

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Ricardes (Argen
tina) and Mr. Admina (Gabon) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.

20. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
propose now to suspend the meeting while the ballots are
being counted.

The meeting was suspended at 4.55 p.m. and resumed at
5.10p.m.

21. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The
result of the voting is as f~lIows:

14. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish):
There remains one seat to be filled. In accordance with rule
94 of the rules of procedure, we shall proceed to a ballot
restricted to the two candidates which have obtained the
largest number of votes-namely, Malta and Portugal.

15. I would remind representatives that any ballot paper
containing the name of any country other than Malta or
Portugal will be declared invalid.

Number ofballot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number ofvalid ballots:
Abstentions:
Number ofmembers voting:
ReqUired majority:

146
o

146
2

144
96

At the invitation of the President, Mr. Ricardes (Argen
tina) and Mr. Admina (Gabon) acted as tellers.

A vote was taken by secret ballot.

16. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): [
propose now to suspend the meeting while the ballots are
being counted.

The meeting was suspended at 4.25 p. m. and resumed at
4.45 p.m.

17. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The
result of the voting is as follows:

Number ofvotes obtained:
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99
Malta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 45

Having obtained the required two-thirds majority, Portu
gal was elected a non-permanent member of the Security
Council for a two-year term beginning on 1 January 1979
(decision 33/310).2

22. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
congratulate the countries which have just been elected
non-permanent members of the Security Council. I thank
the tellers for their assistance in this election.

AGENDA ITEMS SI AND S2

Number ofbat/ot papers:
Invalid ballots:
Number ofvalid ballots:
Abstentions:
Number ofmembers 1 .g:
ReqUired majority:

145
o

145
1

144
96

International co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer
space: .

(a) Report of the Com~tteeon the Peaceful uses of Ouier
Space;

(b) Report of the Secretary-General

,.. ,

Number ofvotes obtained:
Portugal . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. 93 -
Malta : 51

The required m ority not having been obtained, no
member was elected to the l-ouncil.

18. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): Since
the result of the third restricted ballot did not produce a
candidate with the required two-thirds majority, we must
proceed to an unrestricted ballot in accordance with rule 9~

of the rules of procedure.

19. In the unrestricted balloting, any Member State may
be a candidate for election-except, of course, the five

Preparation of an international convention on principles
governing the use by States of artificial earth satellites for
direct television broadcasting: report Gf the Committee
OD th.! Peaceful Uses 'of Outer Space

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL POLITICAL COMMITTEE
(A/33/3~)

23. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): Be
fore calling on the Rapporteur of the Special Political
Committee, I think it would be most timely, in view of the
fact that we are taking up an item dealing with inter
national cc-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space; to

2 See also the 50th meeting, para. 31, and para. 9 above.
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take this opportunity to congratulate the Soviet Union on 32. Mr. LOHANI (Nepal): Speaking on behalf of the
the safe landing of the cosmonauts'Vladimir Kovalenok and sponsors and on behalf of my own delegation, I have the
Aleksander Ivanch~nkov, whose sojourn in outer space in honour to introduce draft resolution A/33/L.3 and Add.l
the space vehicles "Salyut 6" and "Soyuz" lasted 140 days. concerning the reconvening of the Third United Nations

Conference on the Law of the Sea.
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the ballots are
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24. Mr. MUB!'.REZ (yemen), Rapporteur of the Special
Political COlnmittee: I have the honour to present to the
General Assembly this afternoon the report of the Special
Political Committee relating to items 51 and 52 on the
General Assembly's agenda.

25. The Special Political Committee considered these two
items simultaneously, devoted seven meetings to their
consideration and heard over 50 statements by interested
delegations.

26. The '" Committee adopted by consensus the draft
resolution, sponsored by 59 States, that appears in para
graph 8 of its report, now before the Assembly in docu
ment A/33/344. I commend it to you for adoption.

Pursuant to rule 66 of the rules of procedure, it was
decided not to discuss the report of the Special Political
Committee. '

27. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): We
shall now take a decision on the draft resolution entitled
"International co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer
space" which has been recommended by the Special
Political Committee in paragraph 8 of its report [A/33/34].
The report of the Fifth Committee on the administrative
and fmancial irnplication.c; of that draft resolution appears in
document A/33/357.

28. As the Special Political Committee adopted that draft
resolution without a vote, may I take it that the General
Assembly wishes to do the same?

The draft resolution was adopted (resolution 33/16).

AGENDA ITEM 7

Notification by the Seaetary-Genera~under Article 12,
paragraph 2, of the Charter of the United Nations

29. The PRESIDENT {interpretation from Spanish):
Under item 7 the General Assembly has before it a note by .
the Secretary-General in document A/33/237. May I take it
that the General Assembly takes note of that document?

It was so decided (decision 33/404j.

AGENDA ITEM 34

Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea

30. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): In
connexion with this item the Assembly has before it draft
resolution A/33/L.3 and Add.I. The Fifth Committee's
report on the administrative and financial consequences of
this draft resolution appears in document A/33/363.

31. I call on the representative of Nepal, who -wishes to
introduce the draft resolution.

33. In view of the progress made at the previous sessions,
especially the seventh session held this year in Geneva and
New York, my delegation is convinced that the bold steps
taken and the compromises proposed in the various
negotiating groups of the Conference have brought us to a
point of no return in our deliberations, and we aim to
conclude the work of the Conference soon.

34. The self-explanatory draft resolution, therefore, em
bodies the usual annual decision taken by consensus by this
Assembly to facilitate the work of the Conference. As
already explained by the Rapporteur of the Fifth Com
mittee in his report to this Assembly [A/33/363], accord
ing to the draft resolution the Assembly would approve the
convening of the eighth session of the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea in Geneva for the period
from 19 March to 27 April 1979, and empower the
Conference, if the progress of its work so warrants, to
decide at that stage to hold further meetings under
arrangements to be determined in consultation with the
Secretary-General; authorize the Secretary-General to
make available appropriate facilities to that end; reiterate
its authorization originally given in paragraph 4 of General
Assembly resolution 31/63, to the Secretary-General to
continue to make the necessary arrangements provided
under paragraph 9 of General Assembly resolution
3067 (XXVIII), for the efficient and continuous servicing
of the Conference in 1979 and of subsequent activities as
may be decided upon by the Conference, as well as to take
appropriate measures to ensure stability and continuity for
the Secretariat personnel recruited for the Conference.

35. In summary, we are requesting the General Assembly
to adopt this draft resolution as it has done before, by
consensus, in the conviction that the required funds,
facilities and measures to ensure stability for the secretariat
staff are essential elements for the efficient conduct of the
work and the conclusion of a treaty to govern the law of the
sea for the good of mankind as a whole.

36. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
shall now call on those representatives who wish to explain
their vote on draft resolution A/33/L.3 and Add.l before
the vote is taken, as well as on the recommendation of the
Fifth Committee appearing in paragraph 13 of its report
[A/33/363].

37. Mr. URlBE-BOTERO (Colombia) (interpretation from
Spanish): Since 20 years have elapsed since the Assembly
convened the first United Nations Conference on the Law
·of the Sea, it is an appropriate moment to review the road
travelled by the international community as it moves
towards the adoption of common standards to regulate the
conduct of States in the light of the growing economic and
political potential of the seas and oceans.

38. Someon~ who is misiJlformed might feel that two
decades is too long in view of the paucity of achievement.
However, we do not hesitate to express the view that the

-- • -- ".J)" .. ~ -~ - ':' - _ -'- .
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progress nations have made during the years I refer to
towards the establishment of a body of international law of
the sea is more than what little or nothing was achieved in
all the previous centuries.

39. It is to the credit of the United Nations that it has
served as a sounding-board for the historic events that have
transpired and which, if they had not aroused echoes here,
might have evolved much more slowly.

40. The Truman Declaration of 1945, on the oW.lership of
and jUrisdiction over the natural resources of the sea-bed
and the subsoil of the sea, and its reflection in the
Declaration of Santiago of 18 August 1952,3 eliminated the
age·old unreliable concepts of the freedom of the high seas
and the ownership of CO,dtal waters as far as each State was
able to extend its protection, that is within range of a
cannon shot.

41. From then on, it can be said that a new concept began
to prevail among nations, particularly the less developed
countries, with regard to the protection and preservation of
the potential of the seas for them. The Declaration of
Santiago, a basic forerunner of the new law of the sea, lays
partiCUlar stress on the duties of Governments to ensure
that their people will have what they require to subsist and
to provide them with means for their economic
development and also reaffirms their duty to protect and
take c-atc of their natural resources.

42. Thus, in this fleeting, yet stimulating, overview of the
tasks carried out by the United Nations, we come to the
work that the International Law Commission has done to
prepare a draft convention making it possible to couch in
legal terms re~dations govemitlg the high seas, the terri
torial sea, the new concept of the continental snelf and the
fisheries regime. All this immediately preceded the First
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, convened
in 1958, whose achievement we may, with difficulty,
characteril.e as an assessment or approximate defIDition of
the breadth of the territorial sea and the limits of the
fJShing zones.

43. The Second C.onference met in 1960 and once again
took up those items. but the only result was the high
lighting of the differences among those who abided by
traditional principles of international law, those who
accepted extremely Hmited changes, and those countries
that were mainly concerned to protect the natural resources
of the .areas adjacent to their coasts by applying the rough
and ready law ofthe cannon.

44. It is eas.... to recall that the unusual circumstances of
the lack of a ~single aff"mnative vote impeded the establish
ment of the Iimits of national jurisdiction and that tiny
margin made possible a re-evaluation of the complexity of
the problem and the inclusion, during its consideration, of
the tremendous economic potential brought about by rapid
technological evolution and the fact that new countries
were taking their place in the international arena.

45. D~ the 1960s there was a sense of remoteness
surrounlfuo,g the consideration of questions of the law of.

3 Declaration on the Maritime Zone. See Yearbook of the'
IntUlflltiDNZl Law Commission, 1956, Y.ol I (United Nations publi
cation. Sales No. 1956.V.3. vel n. 362nd meeting. para. 35.

the sea in our Organization, while the maritime Powers, as
they were called at that time, did not hide the fact that
they were fighting to assume ownership of the appreciable
resources of the sea, and while pollution was destroying this
vital environment.

46. The atmosphere was propitious for the initiative of
Mr. Arvid Pardo, the representative of Malta," who referred
for the first time to the concept of the common heritage of
mankind, a timely notion which led the General Assembly
to establish an Ad Hoc CommitteeS to analyse the scope
and various aspects of the item which was then entitled:
"Examination of the question of the reservation exclusively
for peaceful purposes of the sea·bed and the ocean fluor,
and the subsoil thereof, underlying the high seas beyond
the limits of present national jurisdiction, and the use of
their resources in the interests of mankind".

47. Ten years ago the General Assembly established a
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-bed and the
Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction,
comprising 42 Member States [resol:Uion 2467 A (XXIII)].
Since 1971 Colombia has participated actively in this
Committee in an effort to arrive at a consensus that has
characterized its deliberations. Its achievements are em
bodied in two declarations that formed the basis for
subsequent developments and led to the creation of
innovative principles of law that States cannot ignore: ftrst
of all, that the resoufCI~s of the sea-bed beyond national
jurisdiction are the common heritage of mankind; and
secondly, that no part of this common heritage can be
occupied or appropriated, and that the mere fact of
possession of technical means for their exploitation confers
no legal rights whatsoever.

48. Once this consensus was achieved, the convening of
the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
becam;; appropriate and timely. The General Assembly
convened the Conference in 1973 [resolution
3067(XXVII)] providing it with the full agenda, from which
we would select for emphasis the items on: the establish
ment of an equitable international regime; a precise
defmition of the area; the regime of the high seas; the
continental shelf; the territori~l sea; international straits;
the contiguous zone; fisheries; the preservation of living
resources; the. preservation of the marine environment; and
scientific research. This· most comprehensive and complex
agenda was supplemented' by more than 160 documents
prepared by the Committee during its five years of work.

49. This work resulted in the elaboration of two innova
tive concepts which revolutionized the. pre-existing legal

. system: the concept of the exclusive economic zone and
that of an international "enterprise for the sea-bed. The
latter proposal excluded the idea defended by some Powers,
of licences for exploitation upon payment of fees or
royalties; or that of those who advocated the splitting up or
division of the sea-bed. The proposal was put forward by a
group of Latin American countries with the intellectual

4 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-second
Session, Annexes, agenda item 92, document A/6695.

5 Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed
and the Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction (see
resolution 2340 (XXII».
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courage which, we think, we must display if we wish to
emerge victorious from the difficult conflicts that today
threaten international peace and security.

50. This was the encouraging background to the seven
sessions of the Conference, which produced results of
paramount importance because of the uniqueness of its
procedures, a characteristic which prompted a highly
qualified expert in these matters to state that: "As a
meeting of plenipotentiaries, this Conference is un
precedented in diplomatic history".

51. That is why we supported the retention of the General
Committee of the Conference during its next session, as we
are aware that tradition and experience in guiding the
important work entrusted to this body is a positive factor
for the achievement of the best possible results, without
prejudice to the full responsibilities borne by the respective
officers of the Conference which conferred their mandates
upon them.

52. My delegation also gives whole-hearted support to
draft resolution A/33/L.3 and Add.l concerning the con
vening of tlie next session of the Conference. This is in
consonance with our oft-repeated and consistent intention
to contribute to the efforts to establish a single convention
on the law of the sea which ~ ,)uld harmonize and regulate
the manifold interests involved in the marine environment.

53. At the same time, my delegation understands that in
no case whatsoever can the Conference serve as a delaying
tactic to distract international public opinion while the
great Powers are creating legislative in~truments that
clearly violate the moratorium on the exploitation of
marine resources [see resolution 2574 D (XXIV)]. As was
stated by our Foreign Minister, Mr. Uribe-Vargas during the
general debate:

"... we now hear with alarm the announcement by
some Powers of their possible unilateral exploitation of
what is regarded as an area reserved for the benefit of all
peoples. I wish not only to insist here on the need to
protect the moratorium that we achieved on the exploita
tion of the sea-bed and ocean floor but to warn of the
risks of excessive delay in the negotiations within the
Conference, which may well thwart our attempts to
create a new code of the sea, an instrument that would
prevent a new colonization of the seas and oceans." [33rd
meeting, para. 159.J

54. This official position of our Government is certainly in
accordance with the clear, affirmative· attitude adopted by
the Group of 77 last September,6 which dispels any doubts
as to the unanimous rejection by all Membt'r States of any
attempt to exploit unilaterally the resources of the sea-bed
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, a claim devoid of
any legal basis and hence defmitely unacceptable.

55. In conClusion, we are firmly convinced that the spirit
manifested in the search for international justice and
equilibrium in order harmoniously to achieve together all

6 See Official Records of the Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea, vol. IX (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.79.V.3), I09th plenary meeting.

that we still lack and to reject opposition using all the
means at our disposal is an aim we have nurtured
throughout the consideration of the complementary mliIl
agement of the resources of the sea for the benefit of the
peoples of the world, which might well serve as a standard
in the consideration of other burning issues that generate
conflict inimical to the understanding and peace that we so
desire.

56. Mr. EL GHARBI (Morocco) (interpretation from
French): The Moroccan delegation supported in the Fifth
Committee draft resrJution A/33/L.3, on the convening in
1979 of the eighth session of the Third United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. We also supported the
draft decision in document A/C.5/33/L.ll, continuing the
present arrangements regarding the President of the Con
ference, as well as the full recognition, as is fitting, of his
capacity as a high United Nations official for the purposes
of the Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
United Nations.

57. We have no doubt that the General Assembly will
endorse by a very large majority both the draft resolution
and the draft decision already adopted by the Fifth
Committee, for no one can deny that, whatever the growing
scale of the budgetary appropriations committed in the past
10 years to the ambitious undertaking of a thorough
revision of the legal regime governing the seas and oceans,
no effort should be spared, especially hI this decisive and
even crucial phase of the negotiations on the new law of the
sea, to bring those negotiations to a successful conclusion.

58. But, as was particularly emphasized by the Minister
for Foreign Affairs of my country and head of the
Moroccan delegation during the general debate {20th
meetingJ, it goes without saying th&t the great hopes and
aspirations that the international community pins on these
persevering long-term diplomatic efforts allow no room for
any complacent sluggishness or dilatory behaviour that
might doom the Conference to failure, or indeed any
recourse to precipitate unilateral action that would risk
nullifying the energetic efforts made to reach the desired
over-all conciliation agreement.

59. The acute procedural crisis which shook the COIi
ference for two or three weeks at the beginning of the
seventh session was in many ways inopportune and deplor
able. But if, as the saying goes, every cloud has a silver
lining, at least that transient crisis will have enabled the
Conference to take stock of all the risks of disintegration it
80 thoughtlessly courted, and will at least have shed lig..llt on
the exceptional professional and human qualities of its
President, Mr. Amerasinghe, who we have no hesitation in
saying, more than ever personifies the great cohesive forces
of the Conference and, consequently, embodies the best

. chances for the ultimate success of its work.

60. Moreover, without being over-optimistic, it is reason
able to expect that, while the eighth session will probbly
not be th~ last, it will at least be the penultimate session of
substantive negotiations, and it is reasonable to hope that
the tenth session will merely be a brief return to Caracas for
the historic ceremony to sign the single and universal
convention on the law of the sea.
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61. In any case, it is already possible to expect the
Drafting Committee to work more intensively and on a
broader basis as from the 1979 session, and we can only
welcome the prudent nature of the budgetary forecasts
submitted by the secretariat.

62. The Conference, with good reason, at the end of the
seventh session recommended once more to the General
Assembly that it "should consider measures to ensure
stability and continuity for the secretariat personnel"
recruited for the Conference.?

63. In operative paragraph 3 of draft resolutioil A/33/L.3.
the General Assembly honout's that recommendation by
authorizing the Secretary-General to take steps which in
certain cases are urgently necessary.

64. No one can underestimate the great contribution Illade
by the members of the Secretariat attached to the
Conference to the progress of its work. However, we note
some regrettable and incomprehensible anomalies and
discrimination in the administrative management of their
careers: the regular promotion of some, while others remain
at a standstill despite their recognized merits and their
seniority in the personnel structure of the Conference.

65. We are certain that, in response to the urgent appeal of
the General Assembly, Mr. Bernardo Zuleta, the Special
Representativ(( of the Secretary-General, will give careful
attention to this problem in order to find a just and ra.pid
solution to it, in co-operation with the heads of the other
departments concerned. We take this occasion to reiterate
our est~em for him and our confidence in his great devotion
to the aims of the Conference and the profound conviction
which he was able to share with us even before the opening
of the Conference in Caracas and when, in his capacity as
the representative of Colombia, he presided over the
preparatory conference of the Group of 77 in Nairobi-that
noble conviction that when it comes to the overriding
interests of the international community there is in fact no
alternative to the patient quest for a lasting jUridical and
economic regime to govern tIle seas and oceans, based on
the sensible and solid foundations of co-operation, equity
and mutu31good faith.

66. Mr. ALBORNOZ .(Ecuador) (interpretation from
Spanish): In my capacity .asChairrnan of the Latin
American group of States for this month and in connexion
with operative paragraph 1 of the draft resolution
[A/33/L.3] I must reiterate, for the record, the position
taken by the Latin American group during the second stage
of the 'leventh session of the Third United Nations
Corlerence on the Law of the Sea concerning the content.
of this paragrnph. of the draft resolution now being
.considered.

67_ The COllsensus of the group was that the next
sta.ge-that is, the eighth session of the Conference, which is
to :her#! in March 1979-.should consist of informal
:rr-~tia1innsfora period of six weeks; and the group could
support the wnvenilIg ofa second period of meetings only
if:tke ConfereIu:e -established a time-limit for the conclusion
ill the infonnal ne.~o1iations. The Latin American gro~p

·7Ibid.

would have preferred to have its position more clearly
reflected in thll decision adopted by the Conference itself
and in the draft resolution that the General Assembly is
asked to adopt in this connexion.

68. I should now like to make a statement in my capacity
as representative of Ecuador. The report of the Fifth
Committee on the financial and administrative imolications
of draft resolution A/33/L.3 {A/33/363] contai~s a para
graph 13 in connexion with which the delegation of,
Ecuador would like it to be recorded that its views of law
relating to the material implicit in those documents were
clearly put forward by its delegation at the last meeting of
the Conference in Geneva when its seventh session began.

69. The delegation of Ecuador finds no juridical basis
which would justify the procedure adopted in arrangements
which tend to put in a bureaucratic context-thus creating
an alarming precedent-what can only be an ele,;:tive
function among representatives of sovereign States, a
function which must necessarily be exercised by repre
sentatives.

70. Therefore, the decisions of the Fifth Committee and
the contents of paragraph 13 of its report, in view of their
complex implications, which would affect the very essence
of the non-political character of the international civil
service, do not provide a solution acceptable to my
country.

71. In this connexion we are making no criticism nor have
we any personal motivaticns whatever; our only desire and
intention is to abide by the basic principles on which the
soundness and the plOper functioning of the United
Nations system are based and in which the separation of the
functions, powers and duties of its two great and important
sectors-those of the political representation of States and
those of the non·political international civil service-must
be maintained.

72. The delegation of Ecuador will therefore abshtin 1'1 the
vote on the recommendation made in paragraph 13 of the
Fifth Committee's report.

73. Mr. BORAD (Uruguay)"(interpretation from Spanfsh):
Before the draft resolution on item 34 of our agehda is put
to the vote', my delegation would like, to reaffirm its full
supp:ort for the convening of the eighth session of the
Conference, to be held in 1979. Uruguay hopes that
progress will continue to be made in this field, because tae
peoples and countries of the world have placed high hopes
in these negotiations, which have already been going on for
five years.

74. We have read carefully the report entitled "Adminis
trative and fmancial implications of the draft resolution
contained in document A/33/L.3" [A/C5/33/31 and
Con:.1]. In !he last paragraph,. entitled "Other Matters
Pertaining to the Conference" it is said that the Advisory
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions
dealt with another aspect of the budget-in other words,
the matter of an honorarium and travel and subsistence
expenses for the President of the Conference as a con·
sequence of the decision taken by the Conference on its
presidency on 5 April 1978.
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83. Finally, we shall vote in favour of draft resolution
A/33/L.3 on the understanding that its provisions do not
envisage the payment under the budget of an honorarium
and travel and subsistence expenses to the President of the
Conference, as pointed out to us by the Advisory Com
mittee in the last paragraph of its report /A/33/7,
para. 15J.

75. The Advisory Committee stated that in the light of the ha"/e a mandate from and does not represent one of the
special circumstances surrounding that decision it had participating Governments.
concurred in the Secretary-General's request for authority
to enter into commitments to make such payments during
1978 but indicated that, if it were felt that the President of
the Conference should continue to receive an honorarium
beyond 31 December 1978, a proposal to that effect should
be submitted to the General Assembly at its thirty-third
session "for decision both on the question of principle and
on the amount involved" libid., para. 10J.

76. In order to meet that requirement, the General
Assembly has before it the recommendation in paragraph
13 of the Fifth Committee's report IA/33/363J, in which it
is said that the President of the Conference should be
deemed to have the status of an official of the United
Nations.

77. My delegation cannot accept that re.,;omrnendation,
because it would mean perpetuating an irregular position
that violates the principles governing international negotia
tions as well as rules 6, 9 and 15 of the rules of pr'- ".edure
of the Conference.8

78. This is a diplomatic Conference, composed of repre
sentatives cf States, in which the Secretary-General of the
United Nations or a special representative designated by
him serves as Secretary-Gener~l of the Conference, as
decided in paragraph 9 of General Assembly resolution
3067 (XXVIII), and the presidency is to be independent of
the Secretariat.

79. Article 97 of the United Nations Charter indicates that
the. Secretary-General shall be the chief administrative
officer of the Organization and in Article 101 it is laid
down that he shal! appoint staff under regulations estab
lished by the General Assembly.

SO. In other words, if we accepted, as the Advisory
Committee seems to wish us to, that the president of a
diplomatic conference was at the same time an inter
national civil servant, a serious precedent would be estab
lished which would contravene the norms that govern this
Organization and we should have the absurd result that the
president of a diplomatic conference would be lower in
rank than the Secretary-General of the Organization.

81. I should like to make it clear that our position on this
issue is not a reflection on the personal qualities of the
President. Rather, it is directed towards ensuring that the
rules of the Organization are respected.

82. As was pointed out by our delegation in its statements
in plenary meetings of that Conference, and by the Head of
our delegation to this session of the General Assembly,
Mr. Adolfo Folie Martinez, in his statement on 29 Sep
tember 1978 [15th meetingJ, what Uruguay cannot sup
port because of its traditional respect for law is a resolution
which ignores the rules of procedure of the Conference and
the general principle of international negotiation that a
diplomatic conference made up of the representatives of
States cannot be presided over by someone who does not

8 Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, Rules
ofProcedure (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.1.4).

84. Mr. DIAZ GONZALEZ (Venezuela) (interpretation
from Spanish): The first thing that can be noted in the
draft resolution and the Fifth Committee's recommendation
on the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea, introduced for our consideration by the Fifth Com
mittee, is the fact that they do not coincide.

85. Draft resolution A/33/L.3 speaks exclusively of meas
ures to ensure stability and continuity for the Secretariat
personnel recruited for the Conference, and this provision
appears in both the preambular and the operative part.

86. In the Fifth Committee's rewmmendation /A/33/363,
para. 13J, however, there is no mention of personnel of the
Secretariat but, rather, of "the President of the ..• Con
ference ...". This document, as we know, refers to the
administrative and financial implications of draft resolution
A/33/L.3.

87. One might therefore wonder whether the President of
the Conference is part of the personnel recruited by the
Secretariat. If that were the case, then a precedent would
be established which might lead to serious consequences
such as, for example, that a conference of sovereign States
might appoint a member of the Secretariat to serve as its
President. It is obvious that it could be argued that in this
case, the President was not appointed by the Secret~iat but
elected by the Conference itself. We shall take up the
matter ofjuridical status later on.

88. It is of utmost importance that a sound distinction be
maintained between the functions, especially the adminis
trative functions, given to the Secretariat and those reserved
for the main £Dd subsidiary organs of the General As
sembly, in which the Member States are represented by
governmental delegations.

89. The Conference can, if it so wishes, appoint or elect a
president who is not a member of a delegation. What it
cannot do is name plenipotentiaries. In a conference having
such specific characteristics as the Conference on the Law
of the Sea, in which the political character predominates,
the duties of the President have to be politically s~pported.

The President is an arbiter and co-ordinator of the
.negotiations that have to be carried out before any motion
can be submitted to the Conference for its consideration.
Therefore, he must have the political support that would
enable him to act with sufficient authority so that he can
discharge his duties successfully. If he is a member of the
Secretariat, he will be restricted by the instructions that he
receives from the Secretary-General; if he is not, he will be
acting in his personal capacity, without any political
support whatsoever, and will then be expressing only his
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personal opinion. His authority in either case would be It must then be ~sked to what State would the vote of the
restricted. president of the Conference be attributed.

90. In accordance with rule 1 of the rules of procedure of
the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea, "the delegation of each State participating in the
Conference shall consist of accredited representatives ...".9

In accordance with rule 3, the credentials of these
representatives must be issued either-by the Head of State
or Government or by the Minister for Foreign Affairs. The
first question we must ask ourselves, therefore, is what is
the nature of the credentials that accredit the elected
President.

91. It could be stated, we repeat, that the Conference had
elected him. But that election would have been conducted
in violation of the rules of procedure, as the provision that
a consensus be used would not have been observed.
Similarly, it could be argued that the Conference is the
master of it own procedure and that it can amend its rules
of procedure or even violate them. Such an argument is
extremely dangerous because it could lead to similar action
in cases that are of vital importance and would give grounds
for a narrow vote falling outside the context of the rules of
procedure. It could be argued that, when the President was
elected the Conference was implicitly amending its rules of
procedure. This wo'uld not be accurate, because in order to
amend the rules of procedure a two-thirds majority is
reqUired and not an absolute majority of 12 votes, as was
the case in the election of the President.

92. In fact, unless the systematic violation of the rules of
procedure continues, various situations might arise, such as
the following.

93. First, the geographical distribution governing the
election of the members of the General Committee would
be upset. A Me!TIber State would lose its vote on the
General Committee. Indeed, in accordance with rule 12 of
the rules of procedure of the Conference, the President or a
Vice-President acting as President shall not vote but shall
designate another member of his delegation to vote in his
place. It is obvious that in plenary 'meetings this question
would not arise, because there is always a delegation of the
country of which the President is a national. But in the case
of meetings of the Gener~ Committee-and this is covered
by rule IS-if the President, the Rapporteur·General, or the
Chairman or Rapporteur of a Main Committee finds it
necessary to be absent during a meeting of the General
Committee, he may designate a member of his delegation to
sit and vote in the Committee. This would not be possible
in the case we are discussing because the President would
not belong to any delegation, and therefore the vote would
be lost both to his country 'as well as to the regional group
to which he belonged.

94. What is more, under rule 55 fa), the Chairmen of the
General Drafting and Credentials Committees and the
chairmen of subsidiary bodies may exercise the right to
vote. This provision of rule 55 is consistent with rule 38. In
other words, the understanding is that each State reprt'
sented at ilie Conference shall have one vote. The vote that
is cast is the vote of a participatiIig State acting as a State..

9/bid.

95. The functions of the Secretariat are clearly defined in
chapter IV of the rules of procedure of the Conference, and
beside the powers generally granted to the Secretariat,
under rule 20, paragraph 2, the Secretary-General is author
ized to appoint an Executive Secretary of the Conference,
who is the only high-ranking staff member of the Secre
tariat whose appointment is provided for in the rules of .
procedure.

96. The delegation of Venezuela expressed its view on this
question in the Fifth Committee and analysed the serious
consequences of such a precedent.

97. Before voting on draft resolution A/33/L.3, we must
clarify the scope of paragraph 10 of document A/C.SI
33/31. The delegation of Venezuela would therefore like to
hear the authoritative opinion of the Secretariat, through
the Legal Counsel, in this connexion.

98. It is obvious that that paragraph itself refers to the
"speci~ circumstances surrounding that decision". Later, it
states:

" ... if it were felt that the President of the Conference
should continue to receive an honorarium beyond 31

.December 1978 a proposal to that effect should be
submitted to the General Assembly at its thiJ:ty-third
session for a decision both on the question of prin
ciple"-I repeat, on the question of principle-"and on
the amount involved."

99. For its part, in paragraph 15 of its fust report on the
programme budget for the biennium 1978-1979 the Ad
visory Committee clearly indicates that:

"The Advisory Committee bore in mind that the
payment of honoraria to the :t"ull-time Chairman of the
International Civil Service Commission and the Advisory
Committee was govemed by specific decisions of the
General Assembly, but that~ by contrast, the proposed
payment of an honorarium to the President of the Third
United Nations Conference oh the Law of the Sea did not
derive from' a decision to that effect by the Assembly."
[A/33/7, para. 15.J

100. There can be no doubt whatever that, until the
General Assembly has adopted a decision on the matter of
principle and the amount of the honorarium, the draft

, budget submitted by the Secretary-General in document
A/C.5/33/31, paragraph 1(:), cannot be voted upon. In other
words, before that draft can be voted upon, fust, the
General Assembly must adopt a decision on the matter of
principle; and, secondly, if the decision of the Conference is
confirmed, it must' discuss the payment of fees; and,
thirdly, in the latter case, this matter must be referred once
again to the Advisory Committee on Administrative and
Budgetary Questions so that it may express its views.

101. Inter alia, it must be decided whether the Vice
Presidents are also to be paid honoraria, if the other
members of the General Committee are to be considered
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113. While we would be the last not to recognize the
merits or to applaud the work of the former President of
the General Assembly, at the same time we would be the
last to recognize the rightness of his retention in the highest
office of a plenipotentiary conference where he cannot
legally be a participant because he represents no State and
therefore cannot sign the convention that may be drawn up
as a result of his efforts.

115. If he were to be given the post of special adviser so as
to take advantage of his inestimable services and ex-

114. Although, in our view, he cannot assume the presi
dency of the Conference on the Law of the Sea, he can
none the less be a member of the Secretariat as an adviser
to the President and the Secretariat. It seems quite
un~cceptable to us that he should be at the same time both
a dignitary and a staff member.

111. Mr. URQUIA (El Salvador) (interpretation from
Spanish): The delegation of El Salvador would be the last
not to recognize the undoubted merits of the person who
was elected President of the Third United Nations Con
ference on the Law of the Sea or to fail to appreciate his
outstanding services to the international community in that
high office and also as President of the General Assembly.

112. This distinguished intem.ational personality has acted
as few others could have done in the Conference on the
Law of the Sea, with constant devotion, exemplary
diligence and an admirable capacity for negotiation and
conciliation. No one who remembers or considers his work
objectively could fail to commend him or to be grateful to
him, since he was able positively and effectively to make
the work of the Conference move forward especially with
regard to the formulation of the Informal Negotiating
Text,lO which is still used in meetings designed to conclude
an international convention on the law of the sea.

109. It is a fact known to all here that the Latin American
group of States unanimously opposed havi.'1g Mr. Hamilton
S. Amerasinghe serve as President since he was not an
official representative of any State Member of the United
Nations and he therefore should not continue to occupy
the presidency of the Third United Nations Conference on
the Law of the Sea.

110. My delegation believes that the matter of principle
has not been properly solved and, therefore, even though it
will vote in favour of draft resolution A/33/L.3, it
nevertheless opposes the recommendation of the Fifth
Committee in paragraph 13 of the Rapporteur's report
[A/33/363].

Sist meeting - 10 November 1918

representatives of States or staff members contracted by 'States, which supported continuation of the presidency-
the Conference, and if they also shoul~ receive fees. "primarily to see whether Mr. Amerasinghe would keep

his word. Indeed, at one point he agreed that he would
step down from the presidency if a eingle delegation
opposed the extension of his term of office. Then, later,
he said that he would withdraw if a group of States
opposed having him continue to serve as President."

108. In this connexion, my delegation would like to recall
statements that were publicly niade at the seventh session
of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea, taken from the summary record of the 86th plenary
meeting of the Conference, held on 5 April 1978. The
representative of Mexico stated:

105. For those reasons we shall cast an affIrmative vote on
the draft resolution A/33/L.3 and we unambiguously
oppose the recommendation of the Pifth Committee
contained in paragraph 13 of document Af33/363.

103. In questions of principle affecting international uses
and practices in relations among States it seems to us to be
appropriate to appeal to representatives to avoid com
mitting a legal error and creating a dangerous and undesir
able precedent.

102. My country has always been ready to co-operate to
reach understanding and to find solutions acceptable to the
international community in the interests of the necessary
harmonious coexistence.

104. Finally, I wish to reiterate my country's reservations
as to the legitimacy of resolutions and agreements that may
be adopted at a conference in which the fundamental legal
principles governing the plenipotentiary character of its
members have been violated.

107. Now, at the 26th meeting of the Fifth Committee
during this session of the General Assembly, my delegation
had an opportunity to express its views concerning the
substantive question mvolved in the payment of fees to the
president of an international body who did not officially
represent any country whatsoever. This constitutes not
only a dangerous precedent that we hope will not have a
negative impact on the United Nations budget in the future,
but also it unduly gives the President of the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Se;l a status that is
inappropriate because of agreements signed with the host
country and is a breach of the Staff Regulations of the
United Nations.

106. Mr. BUJ FLORES (Mexico) (interpretation from
Spanish): My delegation has carefully c\lnsidered draft
resolution A/33/L.3 and the report of the Fifth Committee
in document A/33/363. In this connexion I should like to
make this explanation of vote before the vote by reiterating
the reservations and objections my delegation put forward
at the 90th plenary meeting of the seventh session of the
Third United Nations Conference on the L,aw of the Sea,
held in Geneva on 12 April 1978, when we indicated that
the solution that was adopted by a majority relating to the
presidency of the Conference could be criticized as a matter
of principle as well as a matter of law. Nevertheless,
Mexico's great interest in the work of the Conference and
in its rapid progress in drafting a universal treaty on the law
of the sea is its reason-and its only reason-for not
continuing to press this matter of the presidency.
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''The delegation of Mexico will vote again$t the
proposal"-in reference to one of the groups of Asian

lo-Set Official Records of the Third United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea, vol. VIII (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.78.V.4), documents A/CONF.62/WP.IO and Add.L
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perience, we would be the first to approve resolutions that
would allow for an honorarium and travel and subsistence
expenses.

116. Rut in the present state of affairs, for reasons of
principle we haw decided to vote against paragraph 13 of
the report of the Fifth Committee in document A/33/363
both because of its budgetary implications and because of
the 8rave anomaly of recommending that the President of
the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
should be considered a member of the Secretariat for a
specific purpose.

117. We should ask whethe. the President of the Con
fenmce would as from today be subordinate to tbe
Secretary-General, as are all other staff members, or
whether the Staff Regulations of the United Nations allow
the existence of a staff member on an ad hoc basis at a
higher level than the Secretary-General because these are
the only alternatives.

118. As we see it, the rules are being violated and
long-standing international practices are being disregarded
by the establishment of a precedent that might be extremely
hannful.

119. Furthermore, by resorting to that procedure, the
prestige of our Organization is being demeaned because we
are not wcrking in the business-like fashion that is expected
of us. lbis would give many reason to think that here in
the United Nations we are flouting legal principles and the
application of our regulations and bypassing them for the
sake of political expediency.

120. Mr. GARRIDO (philippines): The Philippine delega
tion wishes to reiterate the position it took at the 26th
meeting of the Fifth Committee regarding the question of
principle involved in the payment of an honorarium to the
President of the Third United Conference on the Law of
the Sea.

121. The terms of reference of the Conference do not
provide.: for the payment of emoluments to the President of
the Conference. The General Assembly will therefore be
setting a dangerous precedent, should the proposal be
approved. of paying an honorarium to a private individual,
not a member of his country's delegation, who has been
tecruited as president of an intergovernmental meeting of
limited duration. This unprecedented action would trigger a
chain",reaction for other bodies to follow and thereby
aggravate the unstable financial situation of the United
Nations with expenditures of doubtful legality, such as the
one being presented to the General Assembly for approval;

122. My delegation ",ill vore for draft resolution A/33/L.3
on the understanding that operative paragraph 3 does not
include the f'mancial arrangements for the President of the
Conference. On this point we agree with the positions taken
by previous speakers regarding the problem relating to the
presidency of the Conference.

123. Therefore, we will vote against the recommendation
of the Fifth Committee contained in paragraph 13'of
document A/33/363.

124. Mr. PALMA (peru) (interpretation from Spanish):
The delegation'of Peru would like to reiterate its unreserved
support for the convening of the eighth session of the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of th(' Sea. None
the less, we should like to indicate that we oppose, and
indeed will vote against, the recommendation of the Fifth
Committee contained in paragraph 13 of document
A/33/363, in accordance with the views and principles that
we have put forward previously and also for the juridical
reasons that have ooen explained by preceding speakers.

125. The PRESID.ENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
should like to ask representatives to turn to the decision
contained in paragraph 11 of the report of the Fifth
Committee [A/33/363/. May I consider that the General
Assembly takes note of that decision'?

It was so decided

126. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): We
shall now take a decision on the recommendation of the
Fifth Committee in paragraph 13 of its report.

127. Mr. CAMPS (Uruguay) (interpretation from
Spanish): The delegation of~ Uruguay would like the
Secretariat to indicate clearly to members the impHcations
of casting an affirmative vote, a negative vote or an
abstention on paragraph 13 of the report of the Fifth
Committee.

12ft The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
call on the Under-Secretary-General for Political and
General Assembly Affairs.

129.' Mr. BUFFUM (Under-Secretary-General for Political
and General Assembly Mfairs): In response to the request
of the representative of Uruguay, in order to ensure that
members u'!derstand the implications of this vote, I will
read the full text of paragraph 13 of the report of the Fifth
Committee, as follows:

"The Committee recommends that the General As
sembly should continue the existing arrangements for the
President of the Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea for the year 1979 and that, in order to
enable the President to discharge his functions properly,
he should be deemed to have the status of an official of
the United Nations for the purpose of the Convention on
the Privileges and Immunities of the United Nations."

130. An affirmative vote would endorse that recom
mendation of the Fifth Committee; a negative vote would
reject the recommendation; and ail abstention is self
explanatory.

131. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish):
Having heard that explanation, the Assembly will proceed
to vote on. paragraph 13 of. the report of the Fifth
Committee concerning the administrative and financia~

implications of draft resolution A/33/L.3 [A/33/363/.

A recorded vote was taken.

In favour: Algeria, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain,
Barbados, Belgium, Benin, Bhutan~ Burma, Canada, Chad,

....
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Abstaininls" El Salvador.

ObselVer status for the Agency for Cultural and Technical
Co-operation in the General Assembly

139. We were pleased to vote in favour of the draft
resolution, and we share the hope which has been expressed
by many other delegations that this Conference can be
brought to a successful conclusion in the year 1979.

138. At the same time, my delegation wishes to express its
satisfaction that this difficult question has now been
satisfactorily settled by the clear decision of the General
Assem\:~y, a decision which in our view is clearly limited to
the very special circumstances of this Conference.

137. As we explained at the 86th plenary meeting of the
Conference on 5 April last, and then at the 26th meeting of
the Fifth Committee last week, we consider that it would
have been more in accordance with the practice of the
Conference for this matter to have been resolved through
the procedures of consultation and consensus which the
Conference has adopted for itself, and for that reason we
have not participated in the recorded vote taken on the
recommendation of the Fifth Committee.

136. Mr. ROSENNE (Israel): My delegation very much
regrets that it was necessary to bring the recommendation
of the Fifth Committee contained in paragraph 13 of
document A/33/363 to a recorded vote.

135. Mr. Amerasinghe deserves all our appreciation and
respect, and his ability and inestimable services to the
Conference are unquestionable.

The draft resolution was adopted by 127 votes to none,
with 1 abstention (resolution 33/17).

134. Mr. ZEGERS (Chile) (interpretation from
Spanish): The delegation of Chile vote in favour of the
draft resolution and, in general, of its financial implications
as well. However, it did not take part in the vote on the
Fifth Committee's decision on paragraph 12 and its
recommendation to the Assembly in paragraph 13 of
document A/33/363, for strictly legal reasons that we share
with some of the preceding speakers and which we also
share with others who. were unable to support this
recommendation. They relate to the confrrmation or the
election as President of a plenipo4~ntiary conference of an
individual who does not represent his country. This is a
matter of principle with respect to which we reiterate in all
respects the reservations which Chile made at the Third
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.

133. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): I
shall now call on those representatives who wish to explain
their vote after the vote.

A recorded vote was taken.

In favour: .Mghanistan, Algeria, Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belgium, Benin,
Bhutan, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burma, Burundi, Byelo
russian Soviet Socialist Republic, Canada, Chad, Chile,
Chiqa, Colombia, Comoros, Congo, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, Democratic Kampuchea, Demo
cratic Yemen, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon,
German Democratic Republic, Germany, F~deral Republic
of, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea, Guinea-Biss:lu, Guyana,
Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran,
Ireland, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya,
Kuwait, Lao People's Democratic Republic, Lebanon,
Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Luxembourg,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, M,ddives, Mali, Malta, Mauri
tania, M~uritius, Mexico, Mongolia, Morocco, Nepal, Ne
therlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niger, Norway, Oman,
Pakistan, Panama, Papua New Guinea, Paraguay, Peru,
Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Qatar, Romania, Rwanda,
Samoa, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles, Sierra
Leone, Singapore, Spain, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Swazi1and,
Sweden, Syrian Arab Republic, Thailand, Trinidad and
Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab
Emirates, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, United Republic of Carneroon, United Republic of
Tanzania, United States of America, Upper Volta, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Viet Nam, Yugoslavia. Zaire, Zambia

Against: tuba, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Gua
temala, Mexico, Peru, Philippines, Uruguay, Venezuela

Abstaining: Argentina, Bolivia, Burundi, Costa Rica,
Ecuador, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Haiti, Hon
duras, Ivory Coast, Lebanon, Niger, Papua New Guinea,
Paraguay, Sien:a Leone, Suriname, Upper Volta.

China, Ci"llombia, Comoros, Congo, Cyprus, Democratic Against: None
Kampuch~a, Democratic Yemen, Denmark, Fiji, Finland,
France, Germany, Federal Republic of, Ghana, Gieece,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Guyana, keland, India, Indonesia,
Iran·, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait,
Lesotho, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Luxembourg,
Madagascar, Malawi, Malaysia, Maldives, Mali, Malta, M&uri·
tania, Mauritius, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zea
land, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Panama, Portugal, Qatar.
Rwanda, Samoa, Sao Tome aild Principe, Senegal, Singa
pore, Spain, Sri Lanka, Swaziland, Sweden, Syrian Arab
Republic, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Tunisia, Turkey,
Uganda, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United RepBblic of Came
roon, U'1ited Republic of Tanzania, United States of
America, Viet Nam,ll Yemen, Yugoslavia,Zaire, Zambia

Paragraph 13 was adopted by 86 votes to 9, with 1~

abstentions (decision 33/405).

132. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): We
shall now take a decision on draft resolution A/33/L.3 and
Add.l entitled "Third United Nations Conference on the
Law of the Sea". A recorded vote has been requested.

:.y

11 The delegation of Viet Nam subsequently informed the 140. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): In
Secretariat that it wished to have its vote recorded as an abstention. this connexion, the Assembly has before it draft resolution

1.: .- :1..-. e-\!I.,. "." -.
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A/33/L.8 and Add.l. I shall call first on the representative
of Tunisia, who wishes to introduce the draft resolution.

141. Mr. MESTIRI (TUnisia) (interpretation from
French): By placing on its agenda an additional item to
confer observer status on the Agency for Cultural and
Technical Co-operation, the General Assembly is respond
ing to an objective of the United Nations in respect of the
devekopment between nations of friendly relations based on
the principles of equality and the achievement of inter
national co-operation in the economic, social, humani
tarian, cultural, educational and public health fields.

142. The Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-operation,
consisting of 26 member States, including Tunisia, of two
associated States and two participating Governments, all
using the French language, was created on 20 March 1970
by the Niamey Convention. As with other bodies and
associations set up at the same time, it resulted from the
initiative taken by several French-speaking Heads of State,
such as President Bourguiba of Tunisia and President
Senghor of Senegal. The purpose of the structures they
inspired is to deal, on a sectoral or global basis, with
problems arising from the use of the French language by
200 million human beings, in a spirit of equality, solidarity
and complementarity.

143. Indeed, the Agency is an original framework unique
of its kind since, while all member countries use French to
some extent, the Agency is nevertheless a body open to aIr
cultures and languages. Indeed, the Agency does not
confme its activities to the use of French. Not oaly do we
admit the use of the national languages of member
countries for the events that it subsidises, such as Arabic
and other African languages, but it also· encourages a
number of activities in the artistic, cinematographic and
literary fields. The range of its activities is very broad since,
apart from promoting national cultures and languages, the
Agency devotes its activities to development, educatiou and
scientific and technical co·operation.

144. In accordance with the provisions of its charter, the
Agency discharges its mission in co-operation with various
international and regional organizations. Thus it has already
established firm links with the United Nations system. It
co-operates with FAO, Ul\l'ESCO, UNIDO, UNDP, WHO
and the Office of Technical Co-operation of the United
Nations. In addition, it has requested and obtained in 1976
special observer status to the Economic and Social Council
of the United Nations.

145. That is why we hope that the General Assemhly will
confer on the Agency for Cultural and Technical Co°.
operation the status of observer in the United Nations, as
an -expression of renewed solidarity and an additional
means of rapprochemeJ;lt between peoples.

146. We hope that the draft resolution before you will be
unanimously endorsed by the General Assembly. We
consider that closer relations between the two organizations
cannot but enhance their efforts in the field of inter
national co-operation. We think in particular that it will
enable the Agency to contribu~ even further, in the areas
'ofconcem to it, to the achievement of the purposes and
principles of the United Nations Charter.

147. Mr. THIEMELE (Ivory Coast) (interpretation from
French): It was in its capacity as President of the General
Assembly of the Agency for Cultural and Technical
Co-operation that the Ivory Coast supported. the draft
resolution, submitted on behalf of the member countries of
this Agency, on the granting of observer stabs to the
Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-operation.

148. The Agency consists of 32 States and Governments
spread over four continents. It has a single medium of,
expression, the French language, and pursues purposes
similar to those of the United Nations; that is, to bring
about real rapprochement and better understanding among
peoples, to enhance the development of those peoples
through genuine technical and cultural co·operation.

149, To attain those goals, which are the same as those
that appear in the Charter, the Agency, which gathers
together many different peoples and civilizations, is
founded on the following basic principles: equality, soli
darity, complementarity. These are the great principles
which underlie all international relations at the end of the
twentieth century.

150. In order to enable that framework for consultation
and co-operation to develop its activities in perfect condi
tions of understanding, my country associated itself with
the sponsors of draft resolution A/33/L.8 and Add.l, and
we thus call for the support of Member States to grant
observer status in the General Assembly to the Agency for
Cultural and Technical Co-operation.

151. Mr. POISSON (Niger) (interpretation from French):
In asking to be allowed to speak on item 129 of the agenda,
my delegation did not intend unduly to prolong the debate
on a matter which everyone considers to be a foregone
conclusion, given the nature of the request made by the
Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-operation for obser
ver status and given the complete harmony between the
objectives of this Agency and those dermed in the United
Nations Charter.

152. We simply wish energetically to support the state
ments made by Mr. Mestiri of Tunisia and the delegations
which have spoken in support of draft resolution A/33/L.8.

153. The Niger is a founding member of the Agency for
Cultural and Technical Co-operation and we welcomed the
initiative taken in March 1970 in the Niamey Convention
for the establishment of fresh co-operation between peoples
coming from different countries and from different cul
tures. Thus far we have had nothing but commendation for
the results obtained which benefit al~ Members, great and
small, in this Organization. A good tool proves its worth
with use. Thus, the Agency has shown itself to be flexible
and effective in the field of co-operation, which is not the
case ofall intel11ational bodies working in this field.

154. As was underscored in the explanatory memorandum
annexed to the request for observer status, its founders,
without losing time, quickly got down to the work of giving
effect to "the expression of a new solidarity and an
additional instrument for the rapprochement of peoples" ,
which "has as its main purpose the affrrination and
development among its members of multinational co-
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operation in sectors pertaining to education, culture,
science and technology" [see A/33/212, annex, para. 2J.

155. Mine was one of the many countries which benefited
from this timely co-operation in the very sensitive eco
nomic and cultural sectors.

156. Other projects are being carried out in various areas
in connexion with this co-operation having a new dimen
sion.

157. These are reasons which can escape no one and which
confer on the Agency for Cultural and Technical Co
operation the rank of one of the most highly appreciated
world»rganizations in the field of human solidarity.

158. The list of international organizations with which the
Agency collaborates is long and very varied. Because of the
nature of its goals and its specific concerns in matters of
co-operation any link with the United Nations can only be
enriching. That is the ~.'iew of my delegation and of all those
who believe in this type of co-operation. We are persuaded
that draft resolution A{33{L.8 and Add.l will give greater
meaning to the. intellectual stirrings of mankind which our
Organization endeavours to express in its quest for co
operation and solidarity.

159. Mr. LAPOINTE (Canada) (interpretation /ram
French): The delegation of Canada is happy to join
previous representatives in supporting the req\Jest of the
Agency for Cultural and Technical Co.operation for ob
server status in the General Assembly.

160. Through its own participation, and that of its two
provinces, Quebec and New Brunswick, in the Agency,
Canada has been able to appreciate highly the effectiveness
of the Agency's action in such diverse fields as education,
culture, science and technology. We go along with what has
been said by the representatives of Tunisia, the Ivory Coast
and Niger, and we hope that the General Assembly will
unanimously endorse the request before us in the draft
resolution we are considering.

161. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from Spanish): The
General Assembly will now take a decision on draft
resolution A/33/L.8 and Add.1 entitled "Observer status for
the Agency for Cultural and Technical Co-operation with
the General Assembly". May I consider that the General
Assembly adopts the draft resolution?

The draft resolution was adopted (resolution 33/18).

The meeting rose at 7p.m.




